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   Choose
and Describe

Conductor chooses an item and picks di�erent students to speak.

Unit 8 - Winter Sports

ski boots

a snowboard

gogglesskis

a ski jacket
gloves
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EducationCityWinter Sports
Vocab & Key Phrase Integration

   Pair
Q and A

Make student partner pairs to exchange a Q & A set. 1st student
gives the pormpt. 2nd student gives the response. Go to next partner pair

Key Expressions

B: Yes, I do.
B: No, I don‛t.

A: Do you have skis?

Do you have a ski jacket?
Yes, I do.  No, I have gloves.

Do you have gloves?
Yes, I do. No, I have goggles.

Do you have a snowboard?
Yes, I do.  No, I have boots.

Do you have goggles?
Yes, I do.  No, I have a jacket.

Do you have skis?
Yes, I do.  No, I have a snowboard.

Do you have ski boots?
Yes, I do.   No, I have skis.
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TEACHER’S 
CHOICE

           TEACHER DIRECTED
Teacher leads the class and 
students follow. 

      TEACHER SUPPORTED
Students conduct with close 
teacher support and supervision.

       STUDENT DIRECTED
Students lead the classroom
activities and manage classroom
performance. Teacher evaluates. 
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EducationCityWinter Sports
Repetition and Recognition

  Simple
Pair-Work Students work in pairs to complete the worksheet.

A: Solve
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Cognitive Integration

Interview Students interview each other in front of the class.?

A: Fill in the blanks
1. Do you have ___________?
    Yes, I _____.
2. ________ you have gloves?
    _____, I have _________.

3. Do _____ _____ ski boots?
    _____, I _____.
4. _____ _____ _____ a jacket?
    _____, I _____ __________.
5. ____ ____ _____ a _______?
    _____, _____ _____.
6. _____ _____ _____ skis?
    No, ___ _____ a ____________.

B: Read and Check
                    Do you have a jacket? 

No, I have gloves.
No, gloves I have.
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TEACHER’S 
CHOICE
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Reading Orientation

Call on volunteers or assign students to read and answer.Town Hall
Meeting

“I love playing at the beach with you, Stig.” says
Klara. “In winter let‛s go skiing together, too.”

“That is a great idea!” Stig says. “Do you have 
skis?” he asks Klara.

“No, I dont. I have a snowboard.” she says. “Do 
you have goggles?” Klara asks.

”Yes I do. And, I have gloves.” says Stig. “Do you 
have a jacket?” asks Stig.

“Yes, I do.” says Klara. “I can‛t wait for winter.”

Does Klara have skis?
______________________________________.
Do you have skis?
______________________________________.
Does Stig have a goggles?
______________________________________.

Read the short story and answer the questions:Read the short story and answer the questions:
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Communicative Activation

c EducationCity.com

I have skates.
 I have skis
and goggles.

What do you have?

Do you like to swim?

What do you have?

I have a snorkel.

A: What do you have?
B: I have a snorkel.

A: Do you like to swim?
B: I love to swim.

Yes, I do.
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